
Ten Steps to gaining 

Sustainable Competitive 

Advantage (SCA) 
 

1. First view the slides and perhaps also 

watch the video of my talk on SCA (available on 

the SBAA website) 

 

2. List your firm’s resources under the six 

main PROFIT categories i.e. in the categories 

Physical, Reputational, Organisational, Financial, 

Intellectual, and Technical. 

 

 

3. For each resource category, list out the various subcategories of that category 

a. For example, in the Physical category, list out (e.g.) land, buildings, plant & 

equipment, vehicles, furniture, office equipment, etc.   

 

4. Label each of these subcategory resources as: 

a. Common, if the resource is Valuable (V), but is available to other firms as well; 

b. Valuable and Rare (VR) if the resource is Valuable and not available to other firms; 

c. Valuable, Rare and Hard-to-copy (VRH), if the resource is VR and would take 

considerable time and expense for rival firms to copy (H); 

d. Valuable, Rare, Hard-to-copy and Non-substitutable (VRHN) if rivals firms cannot 

copy it, but also cannot replace your resource with a substitute resource (i.e. a 

resource they have that achieves basically the same result for your customer)  

 

5. For any and all resources that are judged to be VRHN, ensure that they are ‘locked in’ to 

your business, since these are the basis of your SCA and you would not want to lose them. 

a. E.g. If your property is VRHN, either buy it or secure a long-term lease 

b. Or, if a particular employee is VRHN, issue them a share parcel to ensure they stay 

 

6. For resources that have the potential to be VRHN, work on making them harder to copy and 

harder to substitute 

a. E.g. if your Reputation is V but is substitutable by another firm’s equally good 

reputation, work on building your reputation – for product and service quality, for 

fair dealing, for corporate social responsibility, for low carbon footprint, etc.  

 

7. Since rivals will be perpetually trying to imitate your products and services by imitating your 

VRHN resources, you need to continually ‘move the goalposts’  by relentless innovation  

a. Introduce new products and services that rely on your VHRN resources 



8. Remember that ‘dynamic organisational capability’ is necessary for SCA, so your top 

management team (TMT) must be a VRHN resource. 

a. Continuing learning on the job, in Executive Development seminars, and self-

education from your reading and web-surfing in your leisure time. 

 

9. Be active in social and business networks both to increase information flow into your 

business, and to build public’s perception of your business as a trustworthy corporate citizen 

 

10. Build the ’absorptive capacity’ of your business to work towards gaining long term 

competitive advantage for your business 

a. Learn from both your mistakes and your successes and make sure that your TMT’s 

knowledge is encoded and captured into the business, rather than lost when a 

member of your team departs your business. 


